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Intact quasiparticles at an unconventional quantum critical point
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We report measurements of in-plane electrical and thermal transport properties in the limit T → 0 near the
unconventional quantum critical point in the heavy-fermion metal β-YbAlB4 . The high Kondo temperature
TK  200 K in this material allows us to probe transport extremely close to the critical point, at unusually small
values of T /TK < 5 × 10−4 . Here we find that the Wiedemann-Franz law is obeyed at the lowest temperatures,
implying that the Landau quasiparticles remain intact in the critical region. At finite temperatures we observe a
non-Fermi-liquid T -linear dependence of inelastic-scattering processes to energies lower than those previously
accessed. These processes have a weaker temperature dependence than in comparable heavy fermion quantum
critical systems, revealing a temperature scale of T ∼ 0.3 K which signals a sudden change in the character of
the inelastic scattering.
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The effect of quantum fluctuations on the properties of
matter has become an important area of research motivated by
the potential for technological advances through harnessing
and manipulating quantum-mechanical properties. A quantum
critical point (QCP) arises when a continuous transition
between competing orders occurs at zero temperature. Here,
strong quantum fluctuations can drive the formation of new
phases of matter [1], and may lead to the breakdown of normal
Fermi-liquid behavior in metals. Much of our understanding
of QCPs comes from the study of heavy-fermion compounds,
which are canonical systems for investigating antiferromagnetic quantum criticality. An important open question in these
materials is whether multiple types of QCPs exist, differentiated by their microscopic behavior in the critical regime.
The standard model of quantum criticality in metals is the
Hertz-Moriya-Millis framework [2], where the suppression
of itinerant antiferromagnetic order results in a paramagnetic
state with heavy quasiparticles formed as a result of the
Kondo screening of f -electron moments by electrons in the
conduction band. While this works very well in describing
many materials, the presence of localized moments, Fermisurface reconstruction, and diverging effective masses at the
magnetic transition in YbRh2 Si2 has been interpreted as
evidence for a more exotic type of quantum criticality [3].
Alternate frameworks have been proposed where a different
energy scale, the “effective Kondo temperature,” collapses
at the QCP leading to the breakdown of the heavy electron
metal [4]. At the so-called Kondo-breakdown QCP, the Kondo
effect is destroyed and the entire Fermi surface is destabilized.
Distinguishing between these pictures is a challenging
experimental task. One promising approach is to search for
the breakdown of the Landau quasiparticle picture via thermal
transport measurements, which would provide compelling evidence for the existence of less conventional classes of QCPs.
In the Kondo-breakdown model for instance, a fractionalized
Fermi liquid [5] emerges and the presence of additional entropy
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carriers (spinons) enhances the thermal conductivity above
that expected in the normal heavy-fermion metallic state [6].
This should lead to a T = 0 violation of the Wiedemann-Franz
(WF) law which relates the electrical conductivity of a material
(σ ) with its thermal conductivity (κ) via the Sommerfeld value
of the Lorenz number (L0 ):
κ
π 2 kB2
= L0 = 2.45 × 10−8 W  K−2 .
(1)
=
σT
3e2
In contrast, the quasiparticles near a conventional QCP are
expected to remain intact, and the WF law obeyed.
In this Rapid Communication we report a test of the
WF law in the heavy-fermion material β-YbAlB4 , which
has the unusual property of lying almost exactly at a
QCP at ambient magnetic field and pressure [7]. Magnetic
susceptibility measurements in this material have revealed
unusual T /B scaling and an effective mass which diverges
as B −1/2 [8]. Together with the observation of strong valence
fluctuations [9], these properties have led to the suggestion
that the QCP in β-YbAlB4 is unconventional in nature. Our
thermal transport measurements directly address the question
of whether the quasiparticles remain intact in the critical
region, and act as an important test for microscopic theories
of unconventional quantum criticality in this and other heavyfermion compounds.
Figure 1 shows the result of thermal and charge transport
measurements at several magnetic fields, with B  c and I 
ab. The high quality single crystals used in this work were
thin platelets prepared using a flux-growth method [10], with
typical sample dimensions of 2 mm × 200 μm × 15 μm, and
the best sample having a residual resistivity ratio (RRR) of
ρ(300K) /ρ0 = 300. Contacts with very low electrical resistance
(<5 m) were prepared by first ion milling the surface and
then depositing Pt contacts.
The thermal conductivity was measured to T ∼ 70 mK
using a two thermometer, one heater steady-state technique,
with in situ thermometer calibrations performed at each field
to eliminate the effects of thermometer magnetoresistance.
Electrical and thermal transport measurements were taken on
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a)–(f) In-plane electrical resistivity
(lines) and thermal resistivity (open symbols) at various values of
applied magnetic field. Panel (g) shows the temperature dependence
of the Lorenz ratio L/L0 at each field measured.

the same sample, using the same contacts. In order to compare
the charge and heat transport more closely, the thermal conductivity data are converted to thermal resistivity (w), in electrical
units (μ cm), using Eq. (1): w = L0 T /κ. We estimate a
relative error between thermal and electrical measurements
of 3%, arising mainly from slightly different effective contact
separations for heat and charge measurements. Our measurements were repeated in two laboratories using several samples,
and we obtain good reproducibility of our results.
In zero field, β-YbAlB4 lies in a non-Fermi-liquid state
at low temperatures characterized by an electrical resistivity
ρ(T ) ∼ T 1.5 , a magnetic susceptibility χc ∼ T −1/2 , and an
electronic specific heat γ ∼ ln(T0 /T ) with T0 = 200 K,
associated with a high-energy valence fluctuation scale [8].
In the cleanest samples, superconductivity is also seen [7].
A fit of B = 0 resistivity data in Fig. 1(a) to ρ(T ) =
ρ0 + aT n gives n ∼ 1.5 (which is identical to that reported
previously [7]), and ρ0 ∼ 0.4 μ cm, indicating the high
quality of the samples. We observe a clear drop in resistivity at

an onset temperature Tc = 80 mK, consistent with the presence
of superconductivity. A small magnetic field of B = 50 mT
completely suppresses superconductivity, consistent with the
reported critical field of Bc2 = 25 mT [11]. Increasing the
field further increases ρ0 [Figs. 1(b)–1(f)], and the temperature
dependence increases its curvature, with ρ(T ) ∼ T 2 by B  3
T, indicating a return to a Fermi-liquid state. Our observations
are consistent with the phase diagram for this material
elucidated through earlier transport [7] and magnetization
measurements [8].
The thermal conductivity at these low temperatures is taken
to be dominated by the electron contribution. In a paramagnetic
metal, heat is carried by both electrons (κel ) and phonons
(κph ), however in the limit T → 0 samples with low residual
resistivities (ρ0 < 1 μ cm) should have κel  κph , allowing
us to ignore the contributions of κph below 1 K. This is the
case in metallic compounds with comparable values of ρ0 ,
for instance YbRh2 Si2 [12], CeCoIn5 [13], CeRhIn5 [14], and
ZrZn2 [15].
The comparison of the w and ρ curves in Fig. 1 offers a
direct test of the WF law. Clearly, all the w and ρ curves converge below T = 200 mK in both zero and applied magnetic
fields [16]. From this we conclude that the WF law is robustly
obeyed both at the QCP and at all other fields in the phase
diagram of β-YbAlB4 , at least to within our experimental
resolution of 3%. A plot of the Lorenz ratio L/L0 = κ/σ T L0 ,
seen in Fig. 1(g), further emphasizes this point, approaching
unity as the temperature falls below 200 mK.
This observation argues against the appearance of a
fractionalized Fermi liquid that emerges in some Kondobreakdown models. Specifically, recent theoretical work predicts that a spinon contribution leads to an excess thermal conductivity and a Lorenz ratio that diverges as L(T ) ∼ (kB T )−3
at low temperatures, before being cut off by elastic scattering
as T → 0 [17]. This is expected to give a characteristic peak
with L/L0 > 1, which is not observed in β-Y bAlB4 .
Our results also stand in stark contrast to recent observations
in similar materials. At the putative Kondo-breakdown QCP
in YbRh2 Si2 for instance, a WF law violation of 10%
has been reported [12], with L/L0 (T → 0) ∼ 0.9 indicating
lower than expected heat conduction. However, more recent
measurements indicate the WF law is satisfied [18,19]. At the
field-tuned magnetic QCP in CeCoIn5 , the situation is more
complex, showing agreement with the WF law as T → 0 for
heat current in one direction but violation in another [13].
In this context, our observations are significant. Despite
the signatures of unconventional criticality, we find that the
quasiparticles which carry heat and charge in β-YbAlB4
remain intact at, or near, the unconventional QCP. It directly
follows that a theoretical treatment of criticality in this material
must be able to account for unconventional magnetic and
transport properties while maintaining the basic framework of
the quasiparticle picture. One recent model that is consistent
with our results is proposed by Ramires et al., in which
a hybridization gap between conduction and f electons is
strongly k dependent, and vanishes along a line in which
zero-energy excitations form [20].
Having discussed the T = 0 results, we now consider the
temperature evolution of heat and charge transport. Deviations
of the ratio L/L0 from unity give a measure of the ratio of
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inelastic to elastic scattering. In Fig. 1(g), our data show that
at low temperatures, the ratio of inelastic- to elastic-scattering
processes remains fairly small in β-YbAlB4 , even at the zero
field QCP and in very clean samples. Furthermore, this modest
temperature dependence is largely magnetic field independent.
We now analyze these basic observations in more detail.
As T is increased, the thermal and electrical resistivities
evolve differently, reflecting dissimilarities in how scattering
mechanisms affect heat and charge currents. Consider an
electron of mass m , wave vector kF , and an energy E relative
to the Fermi energy. When scattered through an angle θ , the
electric current jρ and thermal current jw are reduced by
amounts [21]
jρ = −
jw = −

ekF
[1 − cos(θ )],
m

kF
[E(1 − cos θ ) +
m

E cos θ ].

(2)
(3)

The [1 − cos(θ )] terms in these equations arise from
changes in the direction of the wave vector of the electron,
and are often referred to as “horizontal processes,” Khor . The
second term in Eq. (3) arises due to the fact that the electron
may suffer a loss of energy E in an inelastic collision, which
further degrades a heat current. This is often referred to as
a “vertical process,” Kver . In the case of elastic scattering
E = 0 and the WF law is recovered.
In magnetic scattering, a full calculation of the electrical
and thermal resistivities involves integrating Eqs. (2) and (3)
over the q and ω dependence of the fluctuation spectrum.
Horizontal processes are weighted by a factor of q2 , while
vertical processes are weighted by a factor of ω2 [21,22].
Comparing heat and charge resistivities directly can thus give
access to detailed information about the q and ω dependence
of scattering.
Defining δ(T ) = w(T ) − ρ(T ) yields the temperature
dependence of the vertical scattering processes, since ρ ∼ Khor
and w ∼ Khor + Kver . In Fig. 2, we plot δ(T ) for β-YbAlB4
alongside equivalent data for the unconventional quantum
critical systems CeCoIn5 [13] and YbRh2 Si2 [12]. In zero
field, a linear fit to δ(T ) in β-YbAlB4 for T < 0.8 K is
shown to describe the data remarkably well. This T -linear

property of inelastic scattering is strikingly different than what
is expected in a conventional Fermi liquid where δ(T ) ∼ T 2 or
δ(T ) ∼ T 3 + T 5 from electron-electron and electron-phonon
scattering respectively [22].
A similar linear variation of δ(T ) was previously observed
arising from critical ferromagnetic fluctuations in the itinerant
d metal ZrZn2 [23]. The high Wilson ratio RW ∼ 7 in
β-YbAlB4 suggests the presence of ferromagnetic fluctuations
in the Yb moments [24]. However, despite evidence that local
moments may persist to low temperatures [8], it is unclear
how strongly these local fluctuations might couple to the
itinerant electrons. Valence fluctuations are another important
consideration. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy measurements reveal a mixed valence of Yb+2.75 in β-YbAlB4 [9],
associated with Yb+3  Yb+2 fluctuations that may play a
role in the quantum critical behavior. Such fluctuating modes
have been shown to lead to T -linear electrical resistivity
at intermediate temperatures, and T 3/2 behavior at low
temperatures [25,26], similar to that observed in β-YbAlB4 .
Whether such valence fluctuations could also give rise to a
linear temperature dependence in δ(T ) is an open theoretical
question.
The magnetic field dependence of δ(T ) is also interesting.
For the most part, the approximately linear-in-temperature
behavior is maintained at low field. As the field increases
towards 5 T, the curvature increases towards a T 2 dependence,
shown by the fit in the figure, and the magnitude at low
temperatures is smaller. This is roughly consistent with the
electronic specific-heat coefficient γ which is reduced by
applying a magnetic field at low temperatures [8]. It also
consistent with δ(T ) in other field-driven quantum critical
systems. In Fig. 2(b) for example, applying a magnetic field
greater than Hc to CeCoIn5 quenches inelastic scattering,
changing δ(T ) from T linear at the critical field to δ(T ) ∼ T 2
by 10 T, where the Fermi-liquid state is recovered [27]. The
same general trend is true of YbRh2 Si2 in Fig. 2(c). The
low-field curves in YbRh2 Si2 show a feature below 100 mK
that is consistent with the presence of scattering associated
with the antiferromagnetic ordering at TN = 80 mK, but as
the field is increased the temperature dependence reverts to
linear for B > 300 mT, approaching quadratic for the highest
field (B = 1 T) [12].

FIG. 2. (Color online) The difference δ(T ) between thermal (w) and electrical (ρ) in-plane resistivity measured in quantum critical systems
(a) β-YbAlB4 , (b) CeCoIn5 [13], and (c) YbRh2 Si2 [12], with fields applied along the c axis. The scale has been reduced in panel (a) to make
the data for β-YbAlB4 more clear. The critical fields for these systems are Hc = 0, 5.25 T, and 60 mT, respectively. The dotted lines in (a) show
the results of a linear-T fit to the B = 0 data in the non-Fermi-liquid state, and a T 2 fit to the B = 5 T data in the Fermi-liquid state. Panel (d)
shows the data for the three materials with the temperature axis scaled by the respective Kondo temperatures TK and plotted logarithmically.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The inelastic Lorenz ratio, Lin = (δ −
δ0 )/(w − w0 ), in β-YbAlB4 , measured at several fields with B  c.
The inelastic ratio Lin is a measure of the ratio of vertical (energy
nonconserving) to horizontal (energy conserving) contributions to
inelastic-scattering processes. The data for two samples (S1 and S2)
at zero field is shown.

Perhaps the most conspicuous difference in comparing
heat transport in these materials is in the magnitude of
δ(T ). This is shown versus the scaled temperature axis of
T /TK in Fig. 2(d), where TK is the respective characteristic
energy scale (Kondo temperature) for each material. The
values for TK used are YbRh2 Si2 : TK ∼ 25 K [28]; CeCoIn5 :
TK ∼ 35 K [29]; and β-YbAlB4 : TK ∼ T0 ∼ 200 K [8]. At
the lowest temperatures T /TK < 10−3 , δ(T ) → 0, however
δ(T ) increases more slowly with temperature in β-YbAlB4
indicating a comparatively smaller amount of inelastic scattering in this material. This is not simply due to differences
in impurities levels between the systems, as CeCoIn5 has a
much lower residual resistivity (ρ0 = 0.1 μ cm [27]) while
for YbRh2 Si2 the samples have a higher scattering rate (ρ0 =
1.6 μ cm [12]).
Further insight may be gained by subtracting the elastic
scattering and looking solely at the temperature dependence of
the inelastic-scattering channel. Defining the inelastic Lorenz
ratio Lin = (δ − δ0 )/(w − w0 ), where δ0 and w0 are the T = 0
values of δ(T ) and w(T ), allows access to the relative weighting of vertical to horizontal inelastic-scattering processes, as
ver
. In a Fermi liquid, Lin  0.4–0.6, indicating
Lin ∝ KhorK+K
ver
that the ratio of vertical to horizontal inelastic processes is
close to unity and is roughly temperature independent [21,30].
Figure 3, however, reveals a remarkable feature of our data.
An energy scale, which is field independent, appears at a
temperature of T ∼ 0.3 K below which the inelastic Lorenz
number Lin falls rapidly [31].
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Two conclusions can be drawn from the feature at
T ∼ 0.3 K. First, in conjunction with our observations of the
magnitude of δ(T ), the magnitude of Lin above T ∼ 0.3 K
indicates that both horizontal and vertical inelastic processes
are small compared to that seen in similar quantum critical
systems. Second, the decrease in Lin indicates a decrease in
the ratio of vertical to horizontal inelastic processes as the
temperature is lowered. Consequently, either the horizontal
scattering processes are increasing, or the vertical processes
are reduced, perhaps through a gapping of the fluctuation
spectrum. This feature persists through the critical regime,
and corresponds roughly to the temperature at which a T 2
Fermi-liquid state is recovered in transport measurements [32].
Low-temperature inelastic neutron-scattering studies would
help establish what drives the collapse in Lin , and its
significance to quantum criticality.
One possible explanation that accounts for these observations is the existence of two types of carriers in β-YbAlB4 ,
arising from the two bands that cross the Fermi level [33]. One
is relatively fast and light and dominates transport, with only
weak inelastic scattering arising mainly from a largely field
independent scattering mechanism. Another carrier is slow
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least at intermediate temperatures.
Based on our thermal transport observations, there are
clearly three issues unique to β-YbAlB4 that must be resolved
with theoretical input. The first is the linear temperature dependence of δ(T ) and its small magnitude in comparison to other
field-tuned quantum critical systems, the second is the origin
of the energy scale (0.3 K) observed in the inelastic scattering
channel, and the third is the overall insensitivity of these transport phenomena to the applied magnetic field, perhaps arising
from the low-energy scales T /TK accessed in this system.
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